SPONSOR AUTHORISATION PROTOCOL FOR APPLICATIONS TO A HEALTH
AND DISABILITY ETHICS COMMITTEE (HDEC)
The HDEC Online Application Form section ‘a5 Sponsor’ (see overleaf) substantially differs
from ‘Part 4: Declarations’ in the old National Application Form.
In the old National Application Form, a signed Declaration was required by the ‘Head of
Department in which the Principal Investigator is located or appropriate Dean or other Senior
Manager’.
At the time of submission of the application, the Principal Investigator was required to ‘also
send one copy of the HDEC application, the cover sheet and the screening questionnaire’ to
the Research Ethics Office.
In the case of externally-funded research contracts, Research Management Services would
typically seek verbal confirmation from the Principal Investigator that the requirement to
submit an ethics application had been fulfilled.
The Online Application Form permits some streamlining of this process, and removal of the
requirement for a copy of the application to be sent to the Research Ethics office.
When completing section ‘a5 Sponsor’ in the Online Application Form, the ‘Coordinating
Investigator’ (formerly the ‘Principal Investigator’) should use the following Massey
University protocol to ensure all the appropriate sponsors are included.

Sponsor Protocol:

 Sponsor 1 = Head of Academic Unit or equivalent (for ALL applications)
 Sponsor 2 = Research Ethics Office (humanethics@massey.ac.nz) (for ALL
applications)
 Sponsor 3 = Research Development Team (rmsrda@massey.ac.nz) (for Health
Research Council or other externally funded research contracts ONLY)
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Research Ethics Office:

Research Development Team:

Following completion of the Online Application Form and upload of the relevant supporting
documentation the ‘Coordinating Investigator’ must ensure that all relevant “authorisations” are
requested by entering the “Authorisations” page and requesting sign-off by all sponsors, e.g. Head of
Academic Unit (Sponsor 1), Research Ethics Office (Sponsor 2), Research Development Team,
Sponsor 3, where applicable).
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What is “authorisation”?
Online Forms allows you to ask other parties to authorise applications to HDECs.
An authorisation is essentially an electronic signature. It indicates that the authoriser has agreed to be
associated with your application in a given capacity (for example, as a locality, a sponsor, or a coinvestigator).

Can I obtain authorisation from someone who does not have an account in Online
Forms?
No – only Online Forms users can authorise applications. This means that sponsors, localities, and
other parties who may need to authorise applications should become users of Online Forms as soon as
possible after 1 July 2012. (Source: ‘FAQs on upcoming changes to HDECs’)

To become a user of ‘Online Forms’:
1. Go to: http://www.ethics.health.govt.nz/
2. Click on ‘Applying for review’

3. Click on ‘How do I apply?’
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4. Click on ‘Go to Online Forms’

5. Read the information in ‘Help’ and then click ‘Create Account’

6. Create your personal account
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